Eight Learnings for you as an ICC Certified Coach
We’re delighted that you’re thinking of becoming an ICC Certified Coach and look forward to
working with you through the coaching and accreditation process, enabling you to join a global
network of more than 14 000 coaches operating in 67 countries. This is indeed a big step in your
personal and professional development and we’re confident that you’ll leave the coach
accreditation training with learnings that you will be able to use right away. In our experience,
these include:
1. Understanding the “Powerful Questions” that change lives and when to ask them. This a
great way to increase your effectiveness as a coach and help your participants, colleagues
or team to achieve the result that they’re looking for.
2. The Art of Listening. Often referred to as one of the key skills of a good coach. Acquiring
the ability to master the differences between listening and hearing, you’ll build increased
connectiveness with your client and a much stronger connection bond.
3. How to assign tasks for others to get the best results and what you can do if these aren’t
accomplished.
4. Leveraging a set of coaching tools that help you to achieve maximum change with
minimum effort.
5. Discovering how to develop your own coaching style. Coaching as a leader, in a corporate
or personal setting is not effective if it’s all about one size fitting all. You’ll be confident to
use your own inherent skills and characteristics to become an authentic coach.
6. Learning how to work with clients to understand and change limiting beliefs.
7. How to structure and implement strategic coaching to achieve organisational or
behavioural change over a period of time.
8. Designing and implementing action plans that help to identify, clarify and implement
goals for individuals.
For further information on our Coaching Accreditation programs, please visit:

www.kaleidoscopegroup.com.au

www.internationalcoachingcommunity.com

